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A promotional character for a new fantasy MMORPG will be added to the game. You will witness the awakening of Alduin. • Game Features: ・Character Creation: - A diverse set of professions to choose from (swordsman, mage, priest, archer, bard, blackguard, and warrior). - Create your own character and choose
from a variety of jobs that best fit your play style. - Create your own combat style by equipping a wide variety of weapons and armor. - You can freely combine the weapons, armor, and magic that you equip. ・ Adventure: - A vast world where open fields and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional

designs are seamlessly connected. - You can freely move around the world to find new quests and raise your level. - The special atmosphere of the Lands Between is portrayed by all the characters in the game. ・ Online Multiplayer: - A wide variety of social features, such as in-game chatting, voice chat, and party
chat are added. - You can connect to other players in order to join their game and enjoy a large variety of different content in an enormous world. ・RPG: - An epic MMORPG in which the various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands Between. - Variety of actions: Evade, aim, cast spells, attack, use

equipment, and more. ■ Character Introduction The Lands Between is a world of uncharted magic. While the rest of the land lies frozen in the deep sleep of winter, the magic of the Lands Between blossoms in a place far away from the shackles of the great darkness. A place where magic and purity are the most
cherished things, this country is an excellent land to which you can freely go. Even greater than the fantasy and excitement of the ordinary Lands Between, this land is rich with all the variety of nostalgic human emotions. The Lands Between have produced wonderful magicians, and it is said that, in the days when
the world was still young, a girl named Ildian was born. One day, while traversing the Lands Between, she encountered a strange man. She asked him who he was, to which he replied that he was a human being. Ildian was startled and asked him what kind of place it was, where the Lands Between had been, and

what time it was. However, the man never explained in detail. Rather, he just pointed to the Lands Between and

Elden Ring Features Key:
See Your Player Character from the Third Person Perspective

Customize your Elden Lord Character with a wide variety of items and Bypass rules
Innovative and functional Controls that Create a High Aesthetic Quality

Layered System that Uses the Experts of the Toy-maker and Game Producer
Access to Multiple Reviews and Translations

Possibility to Unplug an Online Gaming System While Playing

Elder Labyrinth

The scale of Elder Labyrinth is approximately 4,000 meters, comprising 13 main areas that include 10 levels and 182 corridors. Within those restricted environments, you will find more than dozens kinds of enemies in various weapon configurations and 3-D dungeons. You will be able to come across rare and valuable items
and receive rewards for clearing the areas.

Enemies are categorized as normal, advanced, or extraordinary, and reachable through various approaches. Clearing each area will reward you.

Six different elemental attacks and 70 types of magic can also be used. The innovative control system allows you to freely explore the dungeons with a number of tactical advantages.

The dungeons are divided into levels, and the levels must be cleared in sequence to progress to the next area. Each level requires you to defeat the lower-level enemies that were created when the level was made.

Ogre Games Studio

The successful completion of this game will allow you to become a member of the Ogre Games Club and receive the “Reign of an Elden Lord” title, among other benefits. By also participating in this survey, we will be able to improve the “Reign of an Elden Lord” title, leading to an even greater sense of accomplishment!

In the survey, you can easily complete the questions by using the following text and free of charge.

Thanks for your time.

Sincerely,

From Ogre Games Studio.
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